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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

1. On 30 June 2008, CS, a company incorporated in Posteriana and member of the CG, 

acquired all shares in FBI, until then, a state owned brewery. The Contract was signed 

with the SPF for a value of USD 300,000,000 and allowed for shares to be transferred 

amongst companies of the CG.  

 

2. On 17 March 2010, as part of an intra-group restructuration, CS transferred all its shares 

in FBI to CAM, a company incorporated in Cronos and member of the CG. On the same 

day, CAM acquired rights to the principal IP, trademarks, and trade dress registrations 

used by FBI. 

 

3. On 20 November 2010, Ruritania adopted MABA, severely restricting FBI´s ability to 

market and sell its products in Ruritania. MABA imposed a requirement for all beer 

trademarks to be written in the same font and color, turning FBI‟s trademarks useless, 

thus resulting in an indirect expropriation of CAM´s IP.  

 

4. MABA also imposed the requirement for alcohol beverages not to be sold in containers of 

over 0.5 l. FBI´s most emblematic beer, “FREEBREW”, was the only alcoholic beverage 

sold in 0.8 l. containers. This measure also resulted in an indirect expropriation of CAM´s 

IP rights, as the measure was discriminatory to FBI, being the only brewery with such 

bottling standards.    

 

5. As a result of MABA, FBI incurred in loss of net income of around 10 million USD and 

loss of revenue of 60%. 

 

6. On 30 June 2011 the MHSS adopted an Ordinance by which Reyhan-based products, 

such as FREEBREW, were to be labeled explicitly as containing Reyhan concentrate, 

which supposedly “may lead to higher risk of cardiac complications”.  
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7. This labeling requirement was adopted based on a research made by a government funded 

institution (HRI), which had serious data recollection and analysis flaws.  Furthermore, 

CAM discovered that since 2005 the MHSS was aware of the possible complications 

deriving from Reyhan concentrate consumption.  

 

8. On 20 August 2011, FBI wrote to the MHSS, explaining the flaws of the analysis 

conducted by HRI, and requesting to lift the labeling requirement until there was a serious 

investigation on the matter. On 25 August 2011 the MHSS denied such request.  

 

9. As a result of the Measures, FBI was forced to terminate employment of over half of its 

employees, while production of beer had to be severely reduced.  

 

10. On 10 December 2011 and 31 May 2012 CAM wrote to the President of Ruritania and to 

the Minister of Foreign Affairs in order to attempt to settle the dispute amicably, pursuant 

to Article 8 of the BIT; no response was received. 

 

11. On 23 December 2011 Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw, executives of FBI and CG, were 

arbitrarily detained when boarding their flight to Prosperia. They were unjustly accused of 

“fleeing justice”, as they had investigations pending against them related to FBI‟s 

acquisition. 

 

12. As it was about obvious, charges for corruption had to be withdrawn for lack of evidence, 

thus Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw were released on 3 January 2012. Notwithstanding, 

Ruritanian authorities never apologized for this irresponsible violation of freedom. 

Instead, Ruritania recognizes that “applicable law may not have been entirely complied 

with during their arrest and detention” (SoD¶27). 

 

13. On 15 September 2012, lenders agreed not to declare FBI´s default, but had to be 

reassured with an additional security package.  
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14. On 30 September 2012, CAM, pursuant to Article 8 of the BIT and Article 3 of the 

UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES, initiates recourse to arbitration by means of it‟s SoC. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 

 

JURISDICTION 

15. CAM argues that the Tribunal has jurisdiction over all claims submitted. Furthermore, 

such claims must be declared admissible. Firstly, claims arising from the violation of the 

BIT (hereinafter, “Treaty Claims”) are within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal as the four 

jurisdictional requirements set forth by the BIT are met. Secondly, claims arising from the 

breach of the Contract (hereinafter, “Contract Claims”) are also within the jurisdiction of 

the Tribunal, as a breach of the Contract constitutes a breach of Article 6(2) of the BIT. 

Finally, all claims submitted by CAM must be declared admissible as there is no specific 

provision in the UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES, nor in the BIT, that allow a tribunal to 

declare a claim inadmissible. In the event that the Tribunal finds that it is competent to 

decide the admissibility of the claims, CAM alternatively submits that the  claims must be 

declared admissible as there is no abuse of process and the reorganization of the CG can 

only constitute legitimate corporate planning.  

 

MERITS 

16. Ruritania seriously violated CAM‟s rights under the BIT. By adopting the Ordinance 

Ruritania failed to observe FET, set forth in Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT, as it violates 

CAM‟s legitimate expectations,  due process, and results in a disproportionate measure 

imposed upon FBI. In addition, the Ordinance violated the FPS guarantee, established in 

Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT, as Ruritania failed to protect CAM by not preventing, 

stopping, and sanctioning unfair competition practices from FBI´s competitors. 

Furthermore, CAM was subject to arbitrary, discriminatory, and less favorable treatment 

as a result of the Measures imposed by Ruritania, all of which constitute a violation of 

Article 3(1) of the BIT.   

 

17. Moreover, the severe Measures imposed by Ruritania follow a planned chain of events 

that ended in an indirect expropriation of CAM‟s IP related rights. Hence, Ruritania 
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subjected CAM to creeping expropriation, without paying any compensation, thus 

manifestly violating Article 4(1) of the BIT. 

 

18. Regarding the arbitrary arrest and violation of freedom to which Messrs. Goodfellow and 

Straw were subjected, moral injuries caused to them must be compensated by Ruritania, 

as under international investment law moral damages can be awarded. Finally, the loss of 

sales of CAM‟s subsidiaries outside of Ruritania must be considered a recoverable item of 

damages, given the existence of a unit of investment between FBI and CAM‟s 

subsidiaries. 
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PART ONE: JURISDICTION 

 

19. CAM will demonstrate how Ruritania‟s objections to the jurisdiction and admissibility of 

the claims lack substantial basis. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over claims which arise out 

of the BIT and over claims arising from the Contract. Furthermore, those claims must be 

declared admissible. 

 

I. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION OVER THE TREATY-BASED AND 

CONTRACT-BASED CLAIMS. 

  

20. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Treaty Claims as the four necessary conditions to 

jurisdiction set forth in the BIT are met. Furthermore, Contract Claims can be raised as 

Treaty violations because of the umbrella clause contained in Article 6(2) of the BIT. 

 

A. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Treaty Claims as the four necessary 

jurisdictional conditions set forth by the BIT are satisfied.     

 

21. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Treaty Claims, given that the jurisdictional 

requirements
1
 set forth in Articles 1(1), 1(3)(b), 8, and 12(2) of the BIT are met; namely 

jurisdiction on the basis of ratione personae; ratione materiae; ratione voluntatis and  

ratione temporis.  

1. Ratione personae 

 

22. Jurisdiction ratione personae is a requirement intended to define who may be a party to 

the proceedings.
2
 Consequently, Article 8(1) of the BIT determines that disputes arising 

out of investments must be “between a Contracting State and an Investor of the other 

Contracting State”. 

                                                 
1
 Sheppard, pp. 941 ss.  

2
 Al-Sharmani, p. 1; see generally: Amerasinghe.     
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23. In Article 1(3)(b) of the BIT, an investor is defined as any entity incorporated under the 

laws of a Contracting State “which is owner, possessor or shareholder of an Investment in 

the territory of the other Contracting State”  Thus, nationality of the legal person or entity 

is crucial to determine if CAM is an  investor covered by the BIT.  

 

24. To this extent, two criteria are necessary: The place of incorporation of the company and 

of its headquarters.
3
 CAM is incorporated and registered according to the laws of Cronos, 

“with its principle place of business at 47B Framero Avenue, Univo, State of Cronos” 

(SoC¶2). Furthermore, as CAM is shareholder of FBI, a company in the territory of 

Ruritania, it is an investor under the terms of the BIT. Ruritania is also a legitimate party 

to arbitration because of its status of Contracting State, acquired when it signed and 

ratified the BIT (SoD¶2). As Ruritania is a Contracting State and CAM is an investor of 

the other Contracting State (Cronos), jurisdiction ratione personae is met. 

2. Ratione materiae 

 

25. The jurisdictional requirement ratione materiae, refers to the subject-matter of the 

dispute, which, in the context of investment arbitration must be a legal dispute arising 

directly out of an investment.
4
  Under Article 1(1) of the BIT, the term investment covers 

shares of companies, intellectual property rights, trade-names, etc.  On 30 June 2008, CS 

purchased 100% of the shares in FBI and undertook significant investments in the 

brewery (SoC¶¶7-8). On 17 March 2010, the shares were transferred from CS to CAM as 

part of an intra-group restructuring. This resulted in CAM‟s ownership of FBI and its 

related rights, such as Ruritanian-registered trademarks and other intellectual property 

related to FBI‟s products (SoC¶9).  Thus, according to Article 1(1) of the BIT, CAM has 

an investment in Ruritania.  

 

26. Since 20 November 2010, several actions from Ruritania resulted in the destruction of 

CAM‟s investment associated with FBI (SoC¶3). The present is a dispute that arises 

                                                 
3
 Al-Sharmani, p.15. See generally: Amerasinghe. 

4
 Escobar, p. 7. 
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directly out of CAM‟s investmentin Ruritania, as it failed to observe its obligations set 

forth in the BIT. Hence, jurisdiction ratione materiae is met. 

3. Ratione voluntatis 

 

27. The written consent of the parties regarding the arbitration of an investment dispute meets 

the condition of jurisdiction ratione voluntatis.
5
 Article 8(2) of the BIT states that: 

 “Where the dispute was referred to international arbitration, the 

Contracting States declare that they unreservedly and bindingly consent 

that the investor shall submit the dispute at its choosing to either (a) an ad 

hoc tribunal which is established in accordance with the rules of the […] 

(UNCITRAL) […]”.   

Thus, this provision constitutes a binding offer
6
 from Ruritania, accepted now by CAM 

(SoC¶26). 

4. Ratione temporis  

 

28. This fourth condition results “from the general principle of law of non-retroactivity”
7
, 

demanding that the commitments stated in the BIT are currently in force. According to 

Article 12(1) of the BIT, the Treaty shall enter into force on the first day of the second 

month, following the exchange of the instruments of ratification, for a period of thirty 

years. As the Treaty was signed on 15 March 1997, Ruritania accepts it as “a valid 

international treaty […] properly signed and ratified by both parties and entered into 

force” (SoD¶2).  

 

29. As shown above, the four requirements for the assertion of the Tribunal‟s jurisdiction 

over the instant dispute are met.  The Tribunal must exercise jurisdiction over this matter.   

 

 

                                                 
5
 Lemire¶45.  

6
 Schreuer, p. 836. 

7
 Lemire¶45. 
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B. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over CAM’s Contract Claims. 

 

30. The dispute arising from Ruritania‟s breach of Clause 9.2.1 of the Contract, a clause by 

which Ruritania warrants that FBI‟s products “do not pose any risk to the consumers”, is 

properly brought before this forum, as such a breach of the Contract constitutes a clear 

breach of the umbrella clause contained in Article 6(2) of the BIT.  Further, as the 

umbrella clause cannot be avoided by means of the forum selection clause contained in 

the Contract, jurisdiction over the present dispute rests with the Tribunal.  

 

1. The umbrella clause contained in Article 6(2) of the BIT is a mechanism 

that carries out a jurisdictional function.  

 

31. Article 6(2) of the BIT contains an umbrella clause:  

“Each Contracting State shall fulfill any other obligations it may have 

entered into with an Investor or an Investment of an Investor of the other 

Contracting State”.  

32. Such clause imposes on Contracting States the requirement “to honour commitments 

extended to individual investors, (e.g. by means of investment contracts)”.
8
 The 

“umbrella” protects any other obligation or commitment that the host State enters into 

with an investor under the scope of an international investment agreement.
9
 Ruritania‟s 

breach of the Contract fails to comply with the umbrella clause of the BIT, allowing the 

investor to seek Treaty-based arbitration.  

 

33. The umbrella clause embodied in Article 6(2) of the BIT must be interpreted under the so-

called broad approach,
10

 allowing for every breach of an obligation assumed by the host 

state vis-à-vis a foreign investor, to be determined by investment treaty arbitration, 

“independent of the nature of the obligation and independent of the nature of the breach, 

covering commercial as well as sovereign conduct of the host state”.
11

  

                                                 
8
 El-Kady & others, p. 23.  See also: Wong, p. 138. 

9
 Wong, p. 145. 

10
 Schill-UC, p. 318. 

11
 Ibid.  
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34. Applying an interpretation that is consistent with the broad approach, umbrella clauses 

have the jurisdictional function of transforming ordinary contract claims into treaty 

claims.
12

 Therefore, a mere breach of contract made by the host State to a foreign 

investor, results in a breach of an umbrella clause, consequently, protecting the investor 

under the scope of the BIT
13

 by giving him the right to seek relief for that breach before a 

treaty based tribunal.  

 

35. Thus, several arbitral decisions,
14

 when analyzing the scope of umbrella clauses, have 

determined that it´s effect, consistent with the purpose of the IIAs of promoting and 

protecting investments,
15

 “makes it a breach of the BIT for the host State to fail to observe 

binding commitments, including contractual commitments, which it has assumed with 

regard to specific investments”.
16

 

 

36. Moreover, umbrella clauses with language similar to the one at issue here have been 

broadly construed to include any contractual dispute under BIT protection.  For instance, 

the tribunal in Eureko, considered that when the wording of an umbrella clause covers 

under its scope “any” type of obligations, any type of contractual dispute is included.
17

 

Consequently, as Article 6(2) states that each Contracting State “shall fulfill any other 

obligations it may have entered”, the conclusion of Eureko certainly applies.  Thus, 

Treaty-based arbitration may be engaged.  

 

37. Furthermore, the first apparition of an umbrella clause, traced back to 1954,
18

 had the aim 

that such provision would ipso facto render a breach of a Contract to a breach of an 

international treaty.
19

Accordingly, the Tribunal should comply with an interpretation of 

the umbrella clause that is consistent with principles of treaty interpretation and with the 

                                                 
12

 Yannaca-Small, p. 18. 
13

 Yannaca-Small, p. 7.  
14

 See also: SGS v. Paraguay¶142; Eureko¶244-260; Noble Ventures¶46-62; CMS¶296-303; LG&E¶169-175. 
15

 See: preamble Ruritania-Cronos BIT. 
16

 SGS v. Philippines¶128. 
17

 Eureko¶246. 
18

 Wong, p. 145. 
19

 Potts, p. 1009.  
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clause´s history, thus affirming jurisdiction over Contract Claims, as they are deemed to 

be covered under the protective “umbrella” of Article 6(2) of the BIT. 

 

2. The provisions of Clause 14.2 of the Contract cannot constitute a 

waiver of CAM’s right to seek resolution of the dispute before the 

Tribunal.  

 

38. Notwithstanding Clause 14.2 of the Contract, which provides for disputes arising from 

the Contract to be settled in the ICC, such provision cannot prevail over the jurisdiction 

granted to the Tribunal by Article 8(2) of the BIT. The umbrella clause of Article 6(2) 

trumps the forum selection clause of the Contract for two further reasons.  

 

39. First, consistent with Article 31(1) of the VCLT “a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith 

[…] and in the light of its object and purpose”, deriving in the principle of effet-utile 

interpretation of treaties. If the purpose of the BIT is to encourage and protect 

investments, Treaty protection cannot be denied to the investor by means of a 

contractually designated forum. Indeed, “the better interpretation of the umbrella clause 

allows for its application notwithstanding contractual forum selection clauses”.
20

 

 

40. If the Tribunal decides to give application to the Contract´s forum selection clause, this 

would result in turning the BIT‟s umbrella clause into a superfluous provision, meaning 

that the action of the umbrella clause could only be used in the following two events: (a) 

when the forum selection clause of the contract designates the same forum as the BIT 

(making the umbrella clause redundant); or (b) when the contract does not contain a 

forum selection clause (which is highly improbable).
21

  Both scenarios are clearly 

inconsistent with treaty interpretation.  

 

41. This approach to the umbrella clause was recently ratified in SGS v. Paraguay where the 

tribunal decided that the forum selection clause of the contract “did not deprive the 

                                                 
20

 Wong, p. 167.  
21

 Ibid., p. 168. 
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Tribunal of jurisdiction over the dispute nor did it render claimant‟s claims 

inadmissible”.
22

 

 

42. Second, Article 6(1) of the BIT requires that the foreign investor receive the treatment 

that is the most favorable to it, whether the favorable provision is contained on the BIT or 

in any other source.  Article 8 of the BIT grants CAM the right to choose amongst any of 

three arbitral tribunals, while the Contract only imposes the jurisdiction of the ICC. As the 

right of the investor to choose its own tribunal is the most significant advantage granted 

by a BIT,
23

 the rule that gives prevalence to the most favorable treatment for the investor 

must be applied.
24

 Thus, the jurisdictional clause of the BIT must prevail over the one in 

the Contract, as the BIT deems a treatment that is more favorable for the investor than the 

Contract.  

 

43. For the abovementioned reasons, all of CAM‟s claims arising from its investment in 

Ruritania must be settled in the tribunal of its choosing,
25

 as the provision contained in 

Clause 14. 2 of the Contract cannot prevail over the jurisdiction granted by Article 8(2) of 

the BIT. CAM chooses to settle the present dispute before this Tribunal, appointed by the 

DIS.   

C. CAM has attempted to amicably settle its dispute with Ruritania, as 

required by Article 8(1) of the BIT. 

 

44. According to Article 8(1) of the BIT, disputes concerning investments should, as far as 

possible, be settled amicably; if a dispute cannot be settled amicably within a period of 

three months it can be submitted to international arbitration if the investor so wishes. 

CAM complied with this procedural requirement,
26

 which is mandatory before initiating 

arbitration under the BIT.  

 

                                                 
22

 SGS v. Paraguay, Award¶109. 
23

 SGS v. Philippines, Declaration¶5.  
24

 Ibid.  
25

 BIT, Article 8(2). 
26

 Lauder¶187. 
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45. Amicable settlement is a method of alternative dispute resolution
27

 which contemplates 

conciliation, mediation, fact finding, and negotiation.
28

 It constitutes a possibility for 

settling a dispute “by means other than binding decisions made by courts or arbitral 

tribunals”,
29

  while it can also be understood as a “cooling-off period” between the 

appearance of the dispute and the actual commencement of arbitration.
30

 

 

46. As the objective of IIAs is to provide access to international arbitration for the investor 

without undue delay,
31

 the tribunal in Salini considered that the amicable settlement is 

satisfied by claimant‟s attempt and desire to resolve the matters out-of-court.
32

. Hence, it 

can be understood that the amicable settlement requirement of Article 8(2) is fulfilled by a 

sole attempt at settlement.   

 

47. It is also relevant that Article 2(3)(b) of the UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES establishes a 

presumption that a written communication is “deemed to have been received if it is 

delivered at the place of business, habitual residence or mailing address of the addressee”.  

 

48. Applying the abovementioned to the present case, it is clear that CAM´s attempt to settle 

the dispute amicably by written notifications on 10 December 2011 and 31 May 2012 

(SoC¶27), which were not answered, are presumed to have been received by Ruritania, 

and therefore constitute a valid attempt to settle the dispute amicably. Furthermore, these 

proceedings were initiated in September 2012, four months after the last communication 

was submitted to Ruritania, thus complying with the time requirement of Article 8(1). 

 

49. In the event that the Tribunal finds that the three month waiting period was not satisfied 

because there was no answer from Ruritania, the Tribunal is not divested of jurisdiction.
33

 

                                                 
27

 UNCTAD-ADR, p. xxiii.  
28

 Ibid., p. 6. 
29

 Ibid., p. xii. 
30

 Ibid., p. 6. 
31

 Ibid., p. 41.   
32

 Salini¶20-21; See also: LG&E, Jurisdictions¶80; Generation Ukraine¶14.4; El Paso¶38. 
33

 Schreuer, p. 844. 
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In point of fact, the tribunal in Bayindir found that written attempts to settle amicably the 

dispute is not a precondition of jurisdiction.
34

 

 

50. Finally, since there was no response to CAM‟s written notifications by Ruritania, which 

are presumed to have been received, there is no substantial proof that Ruritania had the 

intention to solve the dispute amicably. Consequently, the waiting period requisite need 

not be observed, as the negotiations would have been pointless.
35

    

 

51. CAM complied with the requirement of trying to settle the dispute amicably, and even in 

the event that the Tribunal determines that it did not, such omission cannot be sufficient 

reason to impede the exercise of its jurisdiction. Furthermore, Ruritania acted in mala fide 

by refusing to respond to CAM‟s settlement requests in order to delay the initiation of the 

instant arbitral proceedings, then turning around and objecting to the Tribunal‟s 

jurisdiction by claiming that CAM had failed to fulfill the amicable settlement 

requirement. Consequently, the Tribunal must exercise jurisdiction over this matter.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

                                                 
34

 Bayindir¶95.    
35

 Ethyl Corp¶¶76-88; SGS v. Pakistan¶184.  
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II. TREATY CLAIMS AND CONTRACT CLAIMS RAISED BY CAM ARE 

ADMISIBLE. 

 

52. UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES do not address the ability of the Tribunal to decide upon 

objections to the admissibility of claims brought by CAM.  Notwithstanding, CAM 

submits that all of its claims are admissible.  

A. The claims presented to the Tribunal are not subject to an admissibility 

determination.  

 

53. First, it is necessary to mention the difference between the concepts of jurisdiction and 

admissibility. On the one hand, the concept of jurisdiction refers to the forum where a 

controversy must be presented.
36

 On the other, the admissibility of a claim refers to the 

possibility of the claim of being heard and presented before the forum.
37

  

 

54. According to UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES, the Tribunal cannot decide over admissibility 

issues. Article 4(2) of the UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES only mentions the possibility to 

raising pleas to the jurisdiction of a tribunal. Article 23, concerning the procedure of the 

pleas to the jurisdiction of the tribunal, does not make any reference as to a plea to the 

admissibility of the claims.  

 

55. Point in fact, in Gran River the tribunal determined that tribunals under the UNCITRAL 

Rules only have the authority to resolve jurisdictional objections on a preliminary basis.
38

 

 

56. Taking into account the distinction between both concepts, and the fact that the 

UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES make no reference to the possibility of raising pleas over the 

admissibility of the claims submitted, it results that regarding jurisdiction and 

admissibility issues the Tribunal only has the faculty to decide over the first, and cannot 

exceed it to decide over the second. If admissibility was an issue in which tribunals under 

                                                 
36

 Paulsson, p. 617.  
37

 Ibid.  
38

 Grand River, p. 2. See Also: Methanex Partial¶¶123&126.  
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UNCITRAL(DIS)-RULES could decide, it would explicitly be stated as such. Hence, 

Ruritania‟s objection as to the admissibility of the claims cannot prosper as the Tribunal 

does not have the power to declare CAM‟s claims as inadmissible.   

 

B. In the event that the Tribunal determines that it has competence to decide 

over admissibility issues, all claims submitted by CAM must be declared 

admissible.  

 

57. The reorganization of shares within the CG was conduct that, by no means, constitutes an 

illegitimate practice that can bar the Tribunal‟s jurisdiction to hear over CAM‟s claims.  

 

58. Ruritania argues that the CG´s reorganization constitutes an abuse of process, being a 

“classic example of the deplorable practice of „treaty shopping‟” and implores the 

Tribunal to reject jurisdiction (SoD¶3). Ruritania is incorrect in its assertion.  In the first 

place, Clause 11.1 of the Contract specifically allows CS to assign all of its rights and 

obligations under the Contract, by way of substitution, to any company which was 

member of the CG. The transfer of shares was thus proper under the very terms of the 

Contract, since CAM is a member of the CG and acquired 100% of the shares in FBI.  

 

59. In the second place, an abuse of the right to access arbitration can only be found when the 

restructuring of investments takes place in order to gain jurisdiction under a IIA when the 

dispute is pre-existing to the restructuration.
39

 CAM submits that the transfer of shares 

occurred on 17 March 2010 (SoC¶9), that is six months prior to the commencement of the 

dramatic changes on Ruritania‟s laws and regulations that gave rise to CAM‟s claims 

(SoC¶10).   

 

60. Furthermore, in the event that CAM‟s conduct of intra-group restructuration is determined 

to be a mechanism to bring a foreseeable future dispute into arbitration, such as Ruritania 

claims (SoD¶¶6&9), the aim of the restructuration towards a future protection of the 

                                                 
39

 Mobil¶205. See also: Phoenix¶144. 
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investments against breaches on the part of Ruritania
40

 is certainly “a perfectly legitimate 

goal as far as it concerned future disputes”.
41

 

 

61. In the third place, Ruritania‟s assertion of “treaty shopping” is without basis. As the 

tribunal in Tunari stated, it is not illegal to locate a company‟s operation in a jurisdiction 

that provides a “beneficial regulatory and legal environment in terms, for examples, of 

taxation or the substantive law of the jurisdiction, including the availability of a IIA.” 
42

  

 

62. Hence, the CG restructure was a legitimate action in order to protect its investment in 

Ruritania, even if the changes in the regulations were foreseeable. In addition, the 

operations seeking the advantages of a beneficial legal environment (Exhibit RX1), such 

as Cronos, were certainly not unlawful. Consequently the claims raised by CAM are 

admissible and the Tribunal is compelled to hear them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
40

 Mobil¶204. 
41

 Ibid. 
42

 Tunari¶330(d). 
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CONCLUSION REGARDING JURISDICTION 

 

63. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Treaty Claims as all four jurisdictional requirements 

were met. First, CAM is an investor under Article 1(3)(b) of the BIT, meeting jurisdiction 

ratione personae. Second, the subject-matter of the present proceedings regards an 

investment-related dispute, meeting jurisdiction ratione materiae. Third, both parties have 

manifested their consent to settle the dispute by means of ad hoc arbitration, meeting 

jurisdiction ratione voluntatis. Finally, the BIT constitutes a valid, applicable treaty, as its 

still in force, thus meeting jurisdiction ratione temporis.  

 

64. In addition, the breach of the Contract by Ruritania is a violation of the umbrella clause 

contained in Article 6(2) of the BIT. Thus Treaty protection over Contract Claims can be 

engaged, under the terms of Article 8(2).  

 

65. Ultimately, CAM‟s claims are admissible and Ruritania´s objections must be dismissed. 

Corporate planning within the CG cannot be seen as an abuse of process and “treaty 

shopping”. The intra-group restructure is legitimate as it had the dual purposes of 

protecting the investment against foreseeable disputes and seeking the most favorable 

legal environment for it, neither of which purposes are unlawful.    
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PART TWO. MERITS 

 

I. RURITANIA’S TREATMENT TOWARDS FBI VIOLATES BIT 

PROTECTION STANDARDS.   

 

66. Ruritania‟s measures have seriously violated CAM´s rights under the BIT. The enactment 

of the Ordinance resulted in the violation of CAM‟s rights to FET and full FPS. Along 

with the MABA, these two measures resulted in the violation of CAM´s right to non-

discrimination. Additionally, the adoption of the MABA has resulted in the de facto 

expropriation of CAM´s IP. Even if Ruritania attempts to justify its actions as an exercise 

of its police powers, engaged in order to protect public health, such action is 

unsustainable under the BIT. Furthermore, its actions were never intended to protect the 

public interest.  

A. Violations to the fair and equitable treatment standard.  

67. Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT establishes that Ruritania shall “accord Investments […] fair 

and equitable treatment”. It consists on Ruritania‟s duty to respect CAM‟s legitimate 

expectations, due process, and to adopt proportionate measures. With the adoption of the 

Ordinance, Ruritania changed the entire legal and business framework, resulting in a 

violation of CAM‟s legitimate expectations. Furthermore, the Ordinance violates CAM‟s 

right to due process, while it also constitutes a disproportionate measure.
43

 Hence, 

Ruritania has violated Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT. 

1. Legitimate expectations 

 

68. FET involves “stability and predictability of the legal and business framework of the 

investment”
44

 encompassing a “solemn legal and contractual commitment”
45

 towards the 

investor, conduct that  “creates reasonable […] expectations[…] to act in reliance on said 

                                                 
43

 Schill-FET, pp.159-160 
44

 Occidental¶¶189-190. 
45

 CMS¶¶282-284. 
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conduct”
46

 that leads investors to make informed business decisions.
47

 Consequently, FET 

overlaps with the principles of, venire contra factum proprium,
48

 pacta sunt servanda
49

 

and bona fides.
50

 

 

69. With the adoption of the Ordinance, Ruritania has violated CAM‟s legitimate 

expectations, which were explicitly recognized in the Clause 9.2.1 of the Contract, as 

Ruritania declared that none of FBI‟s products posed any extraordinary threat for human 

consumption.  Just after the sale was completed, Ruritania surprisingly “found” that 

Reyhan supposedly posed a health threat for consumers. Ruritania made this declaration 

only after the sale was completed, even though it had knowledge of potential risks of 

Reyhan years before the sale (SoC¶16).  

 

70. The conduct of Ruritania resulted in the violation of principles that are intrinsic to FET. 

Firstly, the principle of venire contra factum proprium, which refers to the prohibition to 

withdraw commitments once a representation has created a legally reasonable expectative 

on a contractual counterpart,
51

 was disowned by Ruritania. The Contract guarantees that 

FBI‟s products do not pose any extraordinary risks; this promise now seems to be denied 

by Ruritania with the adoption of the Ordinance. Ruritania may not argue that since the 

Ordinance comes from a different legal entity, and not directly from the State, there is no 

such breach to this principle.
52

 Under international law actions from public bodies are 

attributable to Ruritania regardless of its internal organization or independence under 

domestic law.
53

 

 

71. Secondly, the principle of pacta sunt servanda, which refers to the duty to honor and 

observe commitments made towards CAM,
54

 was also violated by Ruritania. The 

Ordinance explicitly states that Reyhan concentrate is harmful to consumers‟ health. As 

                                                 
46

 Thunderbird¶147. 
47

Mutis; See also: Duke¶¶346–366; Noble Ventures¶182. 
48

 Dolzer and Schreuer p. 122 
49

 Unidroit 2010, Article 1.3 commented.  
50

Feldman¶106; Vadi 2008, p. 474, referring to Methanex. 
51

 Schill-FET, p. 423 
52

 Mutis; See also: EnCana¶158; Metalclad¶76; SPP¶¶82-83; Noble Ventures¶82. 
53

 ASR, Article 4. 
54

 Unidroit 2010,  Article 1.3 commented. 
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Reyhan concentrate is present in FBI‟s most emblematic beer (FREEBREW), the 

adoption of the Ordinance violates the warranty established in the Contract. Hence, 

Ruritania breach of the Contract must be fully compensated.  

 

72. Thirdly, Ruritania violated the principle of bona fides, a transversal principle in all 

relationships,
55

 which refers to the duty to observe due caution for the rights and interests 

of a contractual counterpart and not to violate them through proper rights.
56

 At the 

moment of the privatization of FBI Ruritania was already in possession of an interim 

report that indicated potential health concerns related to Reyhan consumption (SoC¶16). 

Yet Ruritania failed to disclose such relevant information. Furthermore, Ruritania 

warranted the exact opposite to which it already had knowledge of, as it explicitly stated 

in the contract guarantee the absence of extraordinary threats for human consumption on 

FBI products. This conduct constitutes a failure to grant a transparent and predictable 

framework,
57

 and, by declining to consider the existence of flaws in the HRI report, even 

when these were expressly pointed and manifested (SoC¶17), Ruritania acted in bad 

faith.
58

 Nonetheless, even if this Tribunal were to find that Ruritania did not acted in bad 

faith, such subjective element is not a requirement to constitute responsibility,
59

 as it is 

construed objectively.
60

   

 

73. For the abovementioned reasons, the Ordinance adopted by the MHSS interfered with 

CAM‟s contractual rights and legitimate expectations
61

 depriving, or facilitating the 

deprivation of its rights.
62

 Ruritania must be held liable for these actions,
63

 as Article 3(2) 

of the BIT requires, even in crisis
64

specific commitments should be honored.
65

 Moreover, 

Ruritania has not declared a public health crisis due to alcohol or Reyhan consumption, 

                                                 
55

 Cremades p. 786 
56

 Unidroit 2010,  Article 1.7(2); The function of bona fides as a mean to achieve the rights of the counterparts is 

recognized in the UN Charter, Article 2(2).  
57

Metalclad¶99. 
58

 Tecmed¶154; Dolzer and Schreuer p.139, referring to Revere Copper v. OPIC. 
59

 Mondev¶116; Tecmed¶ 153; Loewen¶132. 
60

 CMS¶280. 
61

 CME¶611; Bogdanov¶4.2.4.  
62

 BG¶343. 
63

 CME¶611; Eureko¶¶231-232.  
64

 CMS¶¶53–67&275-284; Azurix¶¶372–378; BG¶¶175–176; Enron¶¶143–149&265–268. 
65

LG&E¶¶34–71&134; Enron¶¶41–54, 127, 256–268.  
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and for this further reason individual commitments extended to CAM by means of the 

Contract must be honored. 

2. Due process 

 

74. Due process is an underlying requirement of FET during the adoption of regulations.
66

 

Investors must be able to participate in the decision-making processes that lead to 

restrictive measures, through a fair hearing
67

 that allows them to controvert decisions and 

express their justifying reasons.
68

 In this regard, when a State adopts measures in favor of 

health protection, such powers must be exercised consistently with due process, 

transparency
69

 and, the scientific support of the measures taken.
70

  

 

75. FBI was refused a fair hearing and there was an absence of transparency and 

independence in the decision-taking process that led to the enactment of the Ordinance 

(SoC¶15). Considering the potential impact of the Ordinance,
71

 a fair hearing was 

Ruritania‟s duty within its adoption process.  

 

76. In order to comply with FET it is required that the authorities concerned are 

independent,
72

 and that the decisions that are taken are based on sufficient factual 

evidence. The Ordinance was adopted by the MHSS (SoC¶¶14-15) based on a flawed 

report released by the HRI, a government-funded institution, whose Board of Supervisors 

is in its majority appointed by the MHSS (SoC¶14).
73

 In practical terms, the report upon 

which the Ordinance is based was produced by the same body that would eventually 

adopt decisions based on its findings. This shows that the Ordinance was not a 

scientifically based decision, but a politically developed plan in order to impose harmful 

                                                 
66

 Schill-FET, pp. 159-160. 
67

 Metalclad¶91. 
68

 Schill-FET, p. 160.  
69

 Vadi, p. 30.  
70

 Gostin, p. 41.  
71

 MESC¶143; Tecmed¶162.  
72

 Nikken, p. 248; Schill-FET, p. 160. 
73

 Schill-FET, p. 171. 
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measures on FBI. By no means can this constitute an action of Ruritania adopted in order 

to protect a public health interest.
74

  

 

77. The situation is aggravated as FBI requested expressly to the MHSS to lift the 

Ordinance‟s requirements while a more rigorous research was developed. 

Notwithstanding, FBI‟s requests were ignored (SoC¶17), contrary to Ruritania‟s 

obligation to adopt justified written decisions.
75

 

3. Proportionality 

 

78. Proportionality is a test comprised of three sub-elements: (1) principle of suitability 

(whether the measure is suitable to achieve the aim); (2) principle of necessity (whether 

there are other less intrusive means to the investor‟s rights, whilst equally protecting the 

State‟s interest); and (3) principle of proportionality in stricto sensu (a balance between 

the effects of the measure on the affected right).
76

 

 

79. Here, the suitability of the measure is disputed as many products may affect health in the 

same way as Reyhan.
77

 Ruritania only requires health warnings for the consumption of 

Reyhan and does not require similar warnings for any other products which are glaringly 

harmful to public health. For example, although fat products undisputedly cause 

cardiovascular disease,
78

 the exact health concern Ruritania claims, “fat products do not 

include health warnings.”
79

 If fat products are not required to have warnings neither 

should Reyhan-based products such as FREEBREW.  

 

80. The restrictions established by the Ordinance may only be deemed necessary if there is a 

“potentially fatal disease”.
80

 Concerning Reyhan, the report and its numerous flaws 

(SoC¶17) amount to a nonexistent risk, or at least to an improperly identified one. Thus, 

                                                 
74

 Methanex Part III, Chapter A¶101; Vadi, p. 153.  
75

 Reyes¶122; Investment Arbitral Tribunals have quoted international courts even without any competence for the 

dispute. See: Reiner and Schreuer, p. 94. 
76

 Kingsbury and Schill, pp. 86-87. 
77

 Verweij, p. 17. 
78

 Vadi p.107. 
79

 Ibid., p.107. 
80

 Pinnacle.  
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there was no necessity to adopt the measure, as long as there was insufficient scientific 

basis for adopting the measure.  

 

81. Finally, FREEBREW‟s goodwill was destroyed, as the labeling requirement constrains 

CAM to discredit its own brand, without any compensation given for this damage 

generated on the account of a false risk.
81

 Thus, the measure is disproportionate stricto 

sensu. There was no fair balance between the measures taken with the Ordinance and 

FBI‟s rights,
82

 even if the interest was to protect human rights, a radical change in the 

business regulatory framework must be considered disproportional.
83

 Hence, the 

Ordinance fails the proportionality test, and must be taken as a disproportionate action 

that violates FET. 

82. As a FET cannot be done abstractly,
84

 this Tribunal must consider the objective results of 

the adoption of the Ordinance:
85

 the mala fide deprivation of legitimate expectations; 

violations to due process; and a disproportionate measure. As it is evident from the facts, 

there is a clear violation of Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT for which Ruritania is liable. CAM 

does not dispute the legitimate police powers of Ruritania, CAM‟s objections relate to the 

systematic and arbitrary measures that appear to be aimed towards making FBI an 

unviable investment.
86

  

B. Violations to the full protection and security standard. 

  

83. Along with FET, Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT establishes that Ruritania shall “accord 

Investments […] full protection and security”, thereby imposing on Ruritania the duty to 

grant effective and full protection to CAM‟s investments under Ruritania‟s regulatory 

framework. The FPS is broad, requiring positive actions to protect the investor of harms 

eventually caused by private actors,
87

 beyond mere physical protection.
88

 FPS implies a 

                                                 
81

 Tecmed¶122. 
82

 Kingsbury and Schill, p. 79, referring to James v, United Kingdom ECtHR; Vadi 200, p. 478. 
83

De Witte, pp. 206&197, referring to Viking lane case. 
84

 Mondev¶118; Tecmed¶155. 
85

 Dolzer and Shreuer, p. 124.  
86

 Waste Management¶138. 
87

 Azurix¶408; Schill, p. 183. 
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constant advance in the degree of protection,
89

 the extent of which is determined by the 

consideration of supplementary rules
90

 like the minimum standard
91

 and duty to regulate 

competition as provided in the Paris Convention of which Ruritania is a signatory (P.O. 

No. 2, ¶2).
92

 Nevertheless, Ruritania has failed to prevent, stop and sanction unfair 

competition practices, thus failing to accord CAM with FPS. 

 

84. FBI, as any other actor in the Ruritanian market, requires a minimum of protection from 

unfair competition practices.
93

  If Ruritania does not have such a regime, it should have 

had it. If it indeed does have regulation, this should conform to global standards
94

 and 

authorities must apply it with the required due diligence which implies reasonable 

measures of prevention and reaction.
95

 Countries must ensure market operation,
96

 thus 

guaranteeing a process of competition.
97

 A total absence of regulation of competition, or a 

non-application of such rules, constitutes a breach under FPS.
98

  

85. Ruritania‟s omissions to protect FBI from competitor‟s discrediting publicity (SoC¶18), 

along with the State‟s bad faith
99

 in the adoption of the Ordinance, reveals Ruritania‟s 

direct intention to impair FBI.
100

 Complicity is evident when a State does nothing to stop 

illegitimate private activities or when it endorses or facilitates them.
101

  

 

86. Comparative publicity discrediting a brand is an unfair practice.
102

 Competitors pointed to 

FREEBR EW as containing “poisonous Reyhan” (SoC¶18), based on a flawed HRI 

report. Additionally, they advertised on Ruritania‟s most popular TV channels in order to 

                                                                                                                                                              
88

 Dolzer and Schreuer, pp. 149-150; Azurix¶408.  
89

 Zeitler, p. 185; Mortimore, p. 23.      
90

 AAPL¶56. 
91

 Mondev¶123; ADF¶179; UCPD, Articles 1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 19, ANNEX I #11, 22; Dabbah pp. 276-286, 231-233, 

236-237, 405-408; Gerber pp. 208-209, 219, 223, 233;  UCPD – Articles 1,5, 6, 10, 11, 19 and Annex I # 11 and  22. 
92

 Paris Convention, Article 10bis. 
93

 Dabbah, pp. 53, 90. 
94

 Ibid., p.13. 
95

 AAPL¶77. 
96

 Dabbah, p. 12. 
97

 Ibid., p. 4. 
98

 AAPL ¶77; Dabbah, pp. 53&90.  
99

 See ¶72, 82 supra. 
100

 Van Harten, p. 87, referring to Neer Claim. 
101

 Zeitler, p. 187. 
102
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discredit FBI‟s products (SoC¶18). These actions were publicly known and should have 

been stopped in accordance with due diligence.
103

  

 

87. Therefore, the obligation imposed by Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT to Ruritania to protect 

FBI from private actors‟ actions was not fulfilled. Ruritania never intended to do so, 

acknowledging that by failing in its duties it could surreptitiously attack FBI.   

 

C. Violations to the BIT arising from arbitrary, discriminatory and less 

favorable treatment.  

 

88. Articles 3(1)(a) and 3(1)(b) of the BIT establish that Ruritania shall not subject 

Investments or Investors of the other Contracting State to treatment less favorable than it 

accords to its own Investors or to Investors of any third State. In addition, Article 3(1)(c)  

establishes that Ruritania shall not “impair by arbitrary or discriminatory measures the 

management, maintenance, use, enjoyment or disposal of Investments”. Thus, these 

provisions obligate Ruritania to grant national treatment and most favorable nation 

treatment to CAM. Nonetheless, measures adopted by Ruritania have resulted in a less 

favorable, arbitrary and discriminatory treatment with CAM, which has deprived CAM 

from the enjoyment and disposal of its investment in FBI. 

 

89. As elements of NT and MFN obligations, non-discrimination, LFT, and non-arbitrariness 

obligations are interconnected.
104

 A violation to one of them implies the violation of the 

other. Furthermore, these obligations may also be violated as a result of a violation to a 

FET obligation.
105

  

 

1. Arbitrariness  

 

                                                 
103

 Wena Hotels¶84; Zeitler, p. 209; In the case Commission v. France “…were repeated violent acts committed by 

French farmers…to prevent the sale of Spanish strawberries.…the ECJ held that France, by not taking any action to 

protect the free movement of goods against private action, had itself violated that fundamental freedom…” in De 

Witte, p. 204.  
104

 Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 173. 
105

 SD Myers¶263; Mondev¶127; Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 175. 
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90. Even if this Tribunal decides that there was no breach to FET, such a finding cannot 

imply ipso facto a lack arbitrariness,
106

 as arbitrariness results from a willful disregard of 

due process.
107

 This Tribunal must consider that Ruritania did not respect due process 

when adopting the Ordinance (SoC¶15) as CAM was not granted the possibility to 

contradict the adoption of such a restrictive measure.
108

  It is of no moment that Ruritania 

argue that it acted without an arbitrary intention, as what is relevant is that there was an 

objective result of arbitrariness.
109

 

 

2. Discrimination and Less Favorable Treatment  

 

91. The purpose of non-discrimination and LFT is to avoid protectionist aims by Host 

States.
110

 However, as the sole intention of the Host State is not necessary to determine a 

violation,
111

 the Tribunal should consider that discrimination occurs when its objective 

results are evident.
112

  

 

92. FBI stands in a competitive relationship
113

 and in like circumstances
114

 with other market 

players in the alcoholic beverages sector, within the same economic business
115

 (beer), 

but FBI‟s competitors were favored, or at least, not impaired as was FBI (SoC¶¶5&12).
 116

 

Moreover, competitor‟s brands are “like products”, given that brands of beer favored with 

the Ordinance are in a competitive relationship with FBI‟s brands.
117

 

 

93. MABA‟s bottle-size requirement affected FREEBREW disproportionately. There is no 

scientific evidence supporting that the adoption of smaller bottles would be effective to 

                                                 
106

 LG&E¶162.  
107

 Dolzer and Shreuer p. 173, referring to ELSI case. 
108

 Noble Ventures¶178. 
109
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110
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111
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112
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the achievement of less alcohol consumption.  This shows that MABA implemented a 

“[…] capricious […] differentiation.”
118

 FREEBREW was the only beer sold in 0.8 l. 

bottles (P.O. No. 3¶16), a size that contributed to the product‟s popularity (SoC¶5), which 

is now banned because of careless regulations imposed by Ruritania.   

 

94. Additionally, Ruritania‟s plain packaging requirement equated every brand of beer 

thereby, destroying competition. Without marks identification, a competitor producing 

lower-quality versions can mislead consumers into believing that its brands are 

equivalent
119

 to FBI brands, thus piggy-backing on FBI‟s product‟s reputation.  

 

95. Ruritania may claim erroneously
120

 that as the Ordinance was a general requirement, there 

was no discrimination. The only way in which a State may elude its responsibility is if 

there are a high and significant number of affected investors. Nonetheless, a State may 

structure its measure to ensure ill treatment of domestic interests
121

 to elude a claim of 

discrimination, just like Ruritania may attempt to do.  

 

96. Notwithstanding, at this point there is no evidence that other foodstuff containing Reyhan, 

despite the fact of being a popular and traditional ingredient (SoC¶5), were affected by 

the measure. As Reyhan‟s function is to add a special flavor to FREEBREW (SoC¶5), the 

Ordinance had the practical effect of acting against it, thus placing competitive beer 

brands in a better position. The Ordinance practically forced FBI to indirectly promote the 

consumption of competitors‟ products by discouraging FREEBREW consumption 

because of a supposed health risk associated to Reyhan consumption. 

 

97. The Measures adopted by Ruritania represented a benefit for competitors. Point in fact, a 

drop in FBI‟s sales can only be explained by competitor‟s take of market share (SoC¶13). 

Furthermore, along with Ruritania‟s acquiescence to competitors‟ unfair publicity, 

Ruritania was in effect promoting the other brands consumption. There are no health 

                                                 
118

 Enron¶282; Lauder¶221; Occidental¶162.  
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protection purposes in Ruritania‟s actions, but a deliberate plan to destroy foreign 

investment in FBI. 

 

98. Discrimination appears evident in an objective perspective if the injuries suffered in FBI 

are compared to competitors, who evidently took advantage of the situation. Not all 

competitors suffered  as a result of the Measures adopted by Ruritania, nor did other 

producers of Reyhan-containing products. The real impact was only felt by FBI, thus the 

Measures are discriminatory.
122

  

 

99. States are expected to make decisions in an even-handed fashion.
123

 Thus, the 

requirements of Article 3(2) of the BIT, which allows Contracting States to take measures 

for public security, was not satisfied. Moreover, as explained supra, the Measures did not, 

by any means, involve the protection of public security.  

 

D. Ruritania violated specific commitments entered to with CAM. 

 

100. The breach of Clause 9.2.1 of the Contract constitutes a breach of the BIT as contractual 

commitments are covered under the protective scope of the umbrella clause of Article 

6(2) of the BIT. The umbrella clause makes a breach of contract a breach of an 

international obligation,
124

 regardless of whether the contract is governed by municipal 

law or whether the State‟s conduct was a commercial or acting as an independent legal 

entity (P.O. No. 2¶5).
125

 Compliance with the umbrella clause means that Ruritania must 

fulfill any contractual obligation vis-á-vis CAM. Accordingly, the Tribunal must find that 

Ruritania is liable for the breach of the Contract by means of governmental regulations.
126

 

CAM decided to acquire FBI on the basis that the seller (Ruritania) warranted that the 

products of the brewery were not harmful to humans, hence it has a contractual right that 

                                                 
122
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cannot be eroded.
127

 In any event such breach of contractual commitments must be fully 

compensated.  

 

E. There is an indirect expropriation of FBI as a consequence of the 

Measures enacted by Ruritania. 

 

101. Ruritania has not fulfilled the commitments stated in the BIT. First, it has failed its 

obligation to provide protection to intellectual property according to binding international 

regulation. Second, the Measures imposed by Ruritania‟s government and legislation have 

caused such an impact on CAM‟s assets as to be considered as indirectly expropriatory, 

occurring in a successive manner during a period of time. Hence, there was creeping 

expropriation that was uncompensated, making this expropriation illegal. 

 

1. Ruritania failed to comply with the obligations related to intellectual 

property protection acquired under the TRIPS Agreement and the Paris 

Convention.  

 

102. Ruritania, as a part of the Paris Convention and the WTO, including TRIPS 

(P.O.No.2¶¶2&12), has acquired duties of protection towards IP. This international ruling 

compels Ruritania to provide conditions of safety to IP, which are being violated by the 

enforcement of Measures, leading to a severe negative effect on CAM‟s IP-related rights. 

 

103. FBI‟s IP rights, including trade dress and industrial design, are constitutive of its 

registered trademark in Ruritania (P.O.No.2¶6). TRIPS states that the use of a trademark 

shall not be unjustifiably encumbered by special requirements, such as the use in a 

manner detrimental to its  ability to distinguish one‟s product.
128

   The Paris Convention 

includes industrial designs and trademarks as protectable IP.
129

 CAM owns the principal 

IP rights used by FBI (SoC¶9), and Ruritania, by enacting MABA, which substantially 
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affects CAM‟s IP rights, violates the obligation to provide protection to CAM‟s IP rights 

in its territory.
130

 

 

104. First, the requirement for trademarks/brands of beer to be written in the same font and 

color (SoC¶11) as all the other text on the label makes it impossible to distinguish 

FREEBREW products from any other products. Except, then, for its name, CAM is not 

able to make its products distinguishable of those of other undertakings, therefore there is 

no sense in owning its trademark.  

 

105. Moreover, according to Ruritania‟s regulation on trademark (P.O. No.2¶3), the absence 

of use of a trademark for five years results in the cancelation of the registration of the 

trademark by the Patent Court of Ruritania. Hence, besides its actual deprivation of the 

use of its trademark, CAM will have to suffer the cancelation of the registration of its 

trademark because MABA restricted its use.   

 

106. Second, the prohibition of sale of alcohol in containers of over 0.5l (SoC¶12) affects 

CAM‟s IP rights since FREEBREW‟s 0.8l bottle, which made it different from competing 

beer brands as it was the only one using such a bottle size (P.O. No.3¶16), is registered as 

a trademark (P.O. No.3¶6). By preventing FBI from the use of its registered 0.8l bottle, 

Ruritania is actually depriving CAM of IP rights, given the fact that the uselessness of the 

title or the register is equivalent to its inexistence. 

 

107. It is clear that Ruritania has failed to comply with the obligations acquired under the BIT 

and international agreements, to the extent that there is not only a lack of protection but an 

actual deprivation of the rights that Ruritania is required to guarantee. The enactment of 

the Measures that prevent CAM from the effective use of its trademark is constitutive of 

an act of expropriation of CAM‟s IP rights.     

 

 

                                                 
130

 Ibid. See also: TRIPS, Article 20. 
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2. Ruritania’s actions led to an indirect expropriation of CAM’s assets. 

 

108. Article 4(1) of the BIT prohibits either direct or indirect expropriation, when it is 

uncompensated. A direct expropriation implies the taking of the legal title from the 

owner
131

. There is an indirect expropriation, also referred to as „de facto’ expropriation
132

, 

whenever the investor remains formally owner of the legal title.
133

 In RFCC, it was held 

that an indirect expropriation exists whenever the measures have intense substantial 

effects reducing or removing the legitimate benefits related with the use of the rights 

targeted by the measure as to render their further possession useless.
134

 

 

109. In CME, the tribunal stated that measures that effectively neutralize the benefit of the 

property of the foreign owner are subject to expropriation claims and held that this is 

undisputed under international law.
135

 The CME tribunal further  noted that “what was 

destroyed was the commercial value of the investment”, leading to the “destruction of 

CNTS‟ operations, leaving CNTS as a company with assets, but without business”.
136

  

 

110. The BIT, in Article 4(1), prohibits any measure “[...] the effects of which would be 

equivalent to expropriation [...]”, thus giving a broader definition of expropriation to 

include indirect expropriation. By enforcing MABA, Ruritania fails to comply with its 

obligation to avoid expropriation, since the effects of these measures are so significant as 

to be considered expropriatory. 

 

111. Ruritania adopted MABA on 29 November 2010 (SoC¶10), imposing a series of severe 

restrictions on the sale and marketing of alcoholic beverages, including illegality of 

serving beer at sport facilities, outdoors and at any place from 9 pm till 9 am every day 

(SoC¶11), and a plain packaging requirement for alcoholic beverages that, along with 

Ruritanian trademark regulation, leads to the uselessness of CAM‟s intellectual property 

                                                 
131

 Dolzer and Schreur, p. 92. See also: McLachlan et al.¶8.69; Tecmed¶113; Wena Hotels¶120. 
132

 McLachlan et al., ¶8.75.  
133

 Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 92. 
134

 RFCC¶69. 
135

 CME¶604. See also: Metalclad¶103; Goetz¶124; MECS¶107; Tecmed ¶¶115-116; Telenor¶65; Starret¶154. 
136

 Ibid., ¶591. 
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assets registered in Ruritania (P.O.No.2¶3).  The effects of these measures have been 

disastrous to CAM‟s investment, suppressing CAM‟s main sources of income and have 

caused the partial destruction of CAM‟s business. 

 

112. In addition to the prior measures, MABA provides a limit of 0.5 l. containers for the sale 

of alcohol, specially affecting FBI since its bottling line was designed for 0.8 l. 

containers, while competing brands were marketed mostly in 0.5 l. bottles. This situation 

obligated FBI to reconfigure its bottling line and partially suspend bottling of other brands 

in order to allow a limited production of FREEBREW in 0.5l bottles (SoC¶12). There was 

a 60% drop of FBI‟s sales during the first two quarters of 2011, as a result of these 

regulations (SoC¶13).  

 

113. Furthermore, the Ordinance adopted by the MHSS affected the consumption of Reyhan-

based products (SoC¶15). This Ordinance required that any product containing Reyhan 

concentrate was to be labeled with an explicit warning:  

“This product contains Reyhan concentrate, consumption of which 

according to the results of scientific research may lead to higher risk of 

cardiac complications”. 

 

114. FREEBREW is the most famous and popular brand of FBI and Reyhan is the ingredient 

that gives FREEBREW its distinct taste (SoC¶5). By the enactment of the Ordinance, 

Ruritania affects severely the main product of CAM‟s investment, FBI, therefore 

resulting in a considerable drop of its sales.    

 

115. The effect of this measure is such as to be considered as an indirect expropriation. 

MABA has enforced severe regulations on CAM‟s investment that, although not formally 

taking its property, makes useless its intellectual property rights and partially destroys its 

production line, all of which lead to the loss of value of the asset. This, combined with 

other situations also harmful to CAM, occurred during a certain period of time. Hence, it 

may be considered as a whole set of steps that concluded with the de facto expropriation 

of CAM‟s assets.   
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3. Ruritania’s measures and their consequences are a series of steps 

leading to indirect loss of CAM’s assets, which constitute creeping 

expropriation. 

 

116. Expropriation may occur outright or in stages, by a series of acts or steps that, together, 

lead to an expropriatory effect on the investor.
137

 In Generation Ukraine, the tribunal 

described creeping expropriation as a series of acts attributable to the State over a period 

of time that culminates in the indirect expropriatory taking of property
138

.  In Tradex, the 

tribunal examined whether certain combinations of decisions and events are expropriatory 

and stated that this review is generally a step-by-step process.
139

 

 

117. Ruritania‟s measures, including MABA, the Ordinance and the fact that FBI‟s 

competitors took full advantage of the situation by highlighting FREEBREW as the 

product that contains “poisonous Reyhan” (SoC¶18), in addition to the denial of FBI‟s 

request that the labeling requirement be lifted pending further investigation of the matter 

(SoC¶17), constitute a series of events that negatively impacted the value of CAM‟s 

investment. The denial of CAM‟s request reinforced the effects of the measure overriding 

the adverse circumstances that this decision may unfairly have on CAM‟s rights, 

including CAM‟s competitors taking full advantage of such situation.  

 

118. Not only did these measures produce a significant loss of income to FBI (SoC¶¶13&19), 

but they also deprived CAM of the profitable use of its assets and lead CAM to the partial 

suspension of production (SoC¶¶12&20). These adverse events took place over a period 

of time, being constitutive of creeping expropriation: MABA was enacted on 20 

November 2010, the Ordinance on 30 June 2011 and the MHSS denied FBI‟s request on 

25 August 2011 (SoC¶¶10, 15&17).  

 

119. The detrimental effect of these measures has been major for CAM‟s investment, to an 

extent that, although not formally taking its property, the measures have deprived CAM 

                                                 
137

 Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 114. 
138

 Generation Ukraine¶¶20.22&20.26. 
139

 Tradex¶191.  See also: Santa Elena¶76; Biloune¶209; Tecmed¶144; Azurix¶313. 
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of the profitability of its business, making ineffective its intellectual property rights and 

partially destroying its production line, as well as generating considerable losses and 

finally leading to a loss of value of the asset. Given this catastrophic result, Ruritania is 

liable for CAM‟s losses. 

4. Expropriation of CAM’s assets is illegal since it is uncompensated. 

 

120. Article 4.1 of the BIT states that any direct or indirect measure which has an 

expropriatory effect is unlawful unless it is, among other requirements, accompanied by 

payment of full market value compensation. Compensation is recognized as one of the 

requirements for a legal expropriation
140

 along with being for public purpose, non-

discriminatory and a subject to a fair procedure. This compensation requirement is 

included in several IIAs and treaties regarding the protection of investments,
141

 and there 

is international guiding principle recognizing that, if an illegal act is committed, 

reparation must, as far as possible, restore the situation that would have existed had the 

illegal act not been committed.
142

 

 

121. Not only Ruritania has failed to pay a fair compensation for the damage caused to FBI 

(SoC¶28), but also as it has been clarified by the Tribunal, no compensation at all was 

paid (P.O. No.7). According to this, Ruritania has absolutely dishonored the commitments 

to which it is attached to under the BIT. Furthermore, the fact of providing no 

compensation at all is a demonstration of Ruritania‟s disrespect towards the protection of 

the investments in its territory.    

 

122. Ruritania expropriated CAM‟s assets yet it failed to fairly compensate CAM for this act, 

in contravention of article 4(1) of the BIT (SoC¶28; P.O. No. 2¶7). Conclusively, the 

Tribunal cannot defend the lawfulness of Ruritania‟s expropriation of CAM‟s IP. It is 

clear that Ruritania has not compensated CAM for its expropriation, therefore, Ruritania‟s 

act must be recognized as a breach of its obligations under BIT. 

                                                 
140

 Dolzer and Scheuer, p. 273. 
141

 NAFTA, Article 1110; ECT, Article 13. 
142

 ASR, Articles 32, 36. 
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123. Ruritania has dishonored the commitments it acquired under international law and the 

BIT, by severely disturbing the use and function of CAM‟s IP rights and enacting several 

measures equivalent to expropriation. If considered as a whole set of steps, these 

measures and their consequences also lead to a creeping expropriation. Since no 

compensation was paid, such expropriation is completely illegal. For the reasons 

explained above, the Tribunal should rule in favor of CAM on this subject.  

 

F. Ruritania cannot justify violations to CAM´s rights under a public health 

exception.  

 

124. Ruritania may attempt to justify the negative effects of the Measures imposed on CAM 

by claiming that they were adopted to protect public health.  However, the protection of 

public health is not a justifying reason for Ruritania´s Measures as such interest is not 

covered by the BIT. In the alternative, even if a justifying reason was found, Ruritania 

merely purported to protect such interests. 

1. Ruritania may not justify the Measures under a Public Health exception, 

as it is not contemplated by the BIT. 

 

125. The protection of public health is not mentioned in the BIT as a justification for 

violations of BIT standards. Even if health was to be considered a human right, the 

protection of human rights is neither present as a justifying reason in the BIT.
143

 The 

absence of such paramount considerations in the BIT shows it was not the intention of 

signatory parties to create such a health protection exception, as contrasted to other 

IIAs.
144

  Article 3(2) provides exclusively for “reasons of public security”, this Tribunal 

must understand in accordance to Article 31(1) of the VCLT that the parties only 

considered public security as an exception.  

                                                 
143

 Reiner and Schreuer, p. 83.  
144

 Vadi, pp. 115&122. 
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126. The concept of “public security” does not include public health considerations. For 

instance, the tribunal in Sempra found that the real issue in a public security analysis is 

“whether the constitutional order and the survival of the State were imperiled by the 

crisis”.
145

 But such is not the present case, where a health crisis was not even declared by 

Ruritania, nor did Ruritania declare that its constitutional order or survival were at stake.   

 

127. CAM submits that Ruritania‟s motives are not coherent with the protection of public 

health. Not only did Ruritania adopt the Measures under insufficient scientific evidence, 

but it also fostered FBI‟s competitors‟ unfair competition practices. Thus, it is evident that 

Ruritania‟s underlying intention was to commit a creeping expropriation of CAM‟s 

investment in FBI.
 146

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
145

 Sempra¶332.  
146

 See ¶¶91-99&85-87&116 ss supra. 
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II. IN ACCORDANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW, THE 

TRIBUNAL MUST AWARD MORAL DAMAGES TO CAM FOR THE 

ARREST OF MESSRS. GOODFELLOW AND STRAW. 

 

128. The Tribunal must award moral damages for the arrest of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw 

in the Freecity International Airport (SoC¶23). The arrest constitutes a violation of the full 

protection and security obligation, as acknowledged by Ruritania (P.O. No. 1¶5). Under 

International Law, moral damages have been awarded. Moreover, since there is no 

mention of reparation under the BIT, the law on state responsibility is applicable, law, 

therefore, as established by customary international law relative to state responsibility, 

moral damages are awardable. 

 

A. Moral damages in international law. 

 

129. Moral damages have long since been awarded in international law and there is no 

discussion concerning whether these should be awarded.
147

 Specifically, the Lusitania 

cases have held that moral damages are awardable as reparation for “mental suffering, 

injury to [a person‟s] feelings, humiliation, shame, degradation, loss of social position or 

injury to credit or to his reputation”.
148

 

 

130. As discussed by the ICJ
149

 and international investment tribunals,
150

 moral damages may 

be awarded whenever there is immaterial injury.  This injury is one in which losses cannot 

be represented financially
151

 and includes, loss of reputation and injury to personality 

rights.
152

   

 

 

                                                 
147

 Ripinsky and Williams, p. 307. 
148

 Lusitania p.40. 
149

 Diallo¶18. 
150

 Lemire¶330. See also Desert Line ¶289.  
151

 Sabahi, p. 255 
152

 Ibid. 
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B. International investment law recognizes moral damages.  

 

131. Moral damages have been established by customary international law, acknowledged by 

the ICJ
153

, the ILC‟s ASR
154

 and by international investment tribunals. 

 

132. Article 31 of the ASR states that “the responsible State is under an obligation to make 

full reparation for the injury caused by an international wrongful act.” Injury is 

understood as “any damage, whether material or moral, caused by the internationally 

wrongful act of a State”.  According to the Lusitania cases, moral damages are a 

reparation “for an injury inflicted resulting in mental suffering, injury to his feelings, 

humiliation, shame, degradation, loss of social position or injury to his credit or to his 

reputation”
155

, this definition has been accepted by customary international law.
156

 

 

133. Several investment tribunals in cases such as Benvenuti, Desert Line Project, Lemire, 

Tza Yap and Arif have held that moral damages can be awarded in international 

investment law
157

. 

 

134. In the case at hand, the detention of the executives breached the FPS guarantee 

established in the BIT (P.O. No.1¶5), as their incarceration denied the executives the 

ability to return to their country. Furthermore, their apprehension was nationally televised, 

subjecting them to public shame and humiliation. Hence, there is a reasonable inference 

that Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw have suffered great anxiety or stress, in addition to the 

loss of reputation that has been suffered by CAM for the nationally broadcasted event as 

the executives are part of FBI and CAM´s board of directors (P.O. No. 2¶21). 

 

                                                 
153

 Diallo¶18.   
154

 ASR, Article 31.  
155

 Lusitania, p.40.  
156

 Diallo¶18. 
157

 Lemire¶333. See also Desert Line¶288; Arif¶528; Tza Yap¶281. 
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C. Full compensation is recognized in the BIT, therefore moral damages is 

included. 

 

135. Although the BIT does not have a specific article regarding reparations for non-

expropriatiory breaches, it provides in Article 4 for compensation in cases of 

expropriation. The full compensation standard can be analogously applied to breaches to 

other BIT provisions,
158

 given that it carries the maximum level of protection given to the 

investor, consequent to the FET Standard set forth in Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT.  

 

136. In order to determine the extent of reparation set forth in Article 4 of the BIT, the 

Tribunal can resort to the Commentary on Article 36 of the ASR, which makes clear that 

a State must make full reparation for an internationally wrongful act and specifies that the 

reparation made may include moral damages.
159

 The ICJ has established that reparation of 

an internationally wrongful act must be full.
160

 Likewise, previous tribunals
161

 have taken 

the ASR into account and have held that any damage, whether material or moral, must be 

compensated.   

 

137. Since the duty to make full reparation requires payment of moral damages, this type of 

damage has been directly included in the BIT
162

 and the breach of any obligation 

established therein requires the reparation of any damage caused. 

 

138. In the case at hand, immaterial injury has been caused to the executives since they have 

suffered from anxiety, pain and suffering and therefore intangible injury has been caused. 

                                                 
158

 Dugan et al., pp. 578-579. 
159

ASR, Commentaries, Article 31.  See also Lusitania, p. 40; Chorzow, p. 47.  
160

 Diallo¶24. 
161

 Desert line¶¶227&289 See also Tza Yap¶70; Arif¶559 
162

 Fitzmaurice, p.50.  Establishing that the reparation of any damage caused as a consequence of the breach of a 

treaty must be made regarding the general principles established by the Law on State Responsibility. 
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D. Since the unlawful arrest of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw has caused 

non-material injury to the investor and the executives, CAM is entitled to 

moral damages. 

 

1. CAM is entitled to request moral damages in the name of its executives 

and itself.  

 

139. Immaterial injuries were caused to both CAM and Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw. CAM 

directly sustained these since footage of the wrongful arrest and declarations of the 

prosecution‟s office were broadcasted on national television (SoC¶24), therefore 

damaging CAM‟s reputation.  Apart from the wrong sustained by CAM itself, its 

executives, sustained mental suffering and degradation for the wrongful act of Ruritania.  

 

2. CAM is entitled to moral damages for injuries caused to its executives. 

 

140. Ruritania may claim that CAM is not entitled to claim for injuries caused to a different 

person, nonetheless, CAM submits that Investors have not been previously compensated 

for injuries caused to its executives.
163

  Moreover, CAM can be subrogated with its 

executives since they may seek redress by directly filling a lawsuit against CAM and 

therefore allowing CAM to raise these claims before the Tribunal.
164

 

 

3. CAM is entitled to moral damages for the loss of reputation caused to it 

by the arrest of its executives and their televised wrongful arrest. 

 

141. Legal entities can be titular of moral damages when the wrongful acts of a State injures 

directly an investor an intangible injury that can be sustained by a legal entity is the 

negative impact to its image which is a valuable asset of any legal entity.  

                                                 
163

 Desert Line¶288.  
164
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142. Accusations made by Ruritania concerning the acquisition of FBI and the nationally 

broadcasted arrest of CAM‟s executives has undermined the investor‟s reputation, a direct 

intangible injury has been caused and therefore CAM is entitled to compensation. 

 

E. The arrest of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw complies with the 

requirements set forth by international investment law recognizing moral 

damages. 

 

143. Ruritania may contend that the arrest of CAM‟s executives does not comply with the 

requirements set forth by international investment law in order to award moral damages, 

nevertheless Ruritania must demonstrate that there is a legal basis for the existence of 

such requisites and “precedent” is not a source of law.
165

 Arguendo, in the case the 

Tribunal considers there are such requirements; the arrest of Messrs. Goodfellow and 

Straw complies with the requirements set forth for this purpose. 

 

144. Ruritanian officers captured the executives, only to be released without any explanation. 

Afterwards, the investigation was dropped due to insufficient evidence. (SoC¶25). 

Moreover, Ruritania has accepted that there was a breach of the full protection and 

security obligation (P.O. No.1¶5) and therefore complying with the requirements 

established by international investment law for moral damages to be awarded.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
165

 ICJ Statute, Articles 38, 59. 
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III. THE LOSS OF SALES BY CAM’S SUBSIDIARIES LOCATED OUTSIDE OF 

RURITANIA TO FBI CONSTITUTES A RECOVERABLE ITEM OF 

DAMAGES. 

 

145. CAM‟s subsidiaries located outside of Ruritania constitute a unit of investment with 

CAM, because of the close association existent between them as a consequence of its 

business model. Therefore, the sales of these subsidiaries to FBI must be considered as a 

recoverable item of damages, given the existence of such a unit of investment between 

them. 

 

146. The business model and structure of an enterprise can lead to wider considerations of 

what is intended as an investment, as to consider separate parts of a business as parts of an 

integrated organization constituent of a unit of investment.
166

 Whenever exists a close 

association between these assets, they become “a constitutive element of a larger 

investment and an investment in and on itself”.
167

   

 

147. The tribunals in CSOB and Joy Mining have recognized the fact that “an investment 

typically consists of several interrelated economic activities each of which should not be 

viewed in isolation”.
168

 It is stated that examining a given element of a complex 

operation, not in isolation, but as a part of an operation that must be assessed globally or 

as a whole, is a reasonable requirement.
169

  

 

148. In Cargill, the tribunal decided based on a holistic perspective, which consists of 

analyzing the investment and business structure of Cargill‟s business and activity as a 

whole to determine whether the loss of sales of Cargill‟s plants in the United States, 

which provided its product HFCS to CdM, were recoverable as an item of damages.
170

 

The tribunal stated that: 

                                                 
166

 Joy Mining¶54. 
167

 Cargill¶522. 
168

 Dolzer and Schreur, p. 70. 
169
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 “Business income, particularly business income so closely associated 

with a physical asset in the host country and not mere trade in goods, is 

both an element of a larger investment and an investment in and on 

itself.”
171

 

 

149. The award recognized Cargill‟s net lost profit as a recoverable item of damages,
172

 

considering those profits “so associated with the claimed investment, CdM, as to be 

compensable under NAFTA” since “supplying HFCS to Cargill de Mexico was an 

inextricable part of Cargill investment”.
173

 In SD Myers, the tribunal accepted a claim 

despite that the corporate structure adopted by the claimant in order to organize its 

business, stating that it  “does not accept that an otherwise meritorious claim should fail 

solely by reason of […]” such a corporate structure.
174

  

150. CG, as a major international conglomerate (SoC¶4) shall be considered as equivalent to 

Cargill, Inc. since its business model includes a global procurement network (SoC¶8) that 

constitutes a whole unit of supply between the different enterprises of the group. This 

corporate structure, as a form of efficiency-seeking FDI, is related to the creation of a 

global value chain used by the CG through the location of parts of its production 

processes.
175

 The international production networks shaped by transnational corporations‟ 

parent companies and affiliates, like in the CG, have been recognized to account for a 

large share of most countries‟ trade.
176

 

 

151. CAM relies on its subsidiaries, which are either its direct subsidiaries or branches (P.O. 

No.2¶20), for the supply of agricultural and bottling products to stay a profitable asset 

(SoC¶30).  CAM‟s subsidiaries‟ activity effectively relates in a considerable way to FBI: 

CAM put into operation a new production line at the aluminum can plant to serve the 

needs of FBI and, additionally, supplies to FBI were considered, when determining 

targets for barley and hops farms (P.O. No.3¶9). Thus, CAM and its subsidiaries, given 

the close relationship between their activities, constitute per se a unit of investment.   

                                                 
171

 Ibid.¶522. 
172

 Ibid.¶526. 
173
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174
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175
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176
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152. There is such an integrated relation between all the elements in the structure, an 

integrated production and supply chain, as to be considered inextricable parts of each 

other (SoC¶¶8&30). Therefore, there is a complete unit of investment, perfectly within 

the scope of the definition of “investment” stated on Article 1(1) of the BIT, as to 

recognize the loss of sales of CAM‟s subsidiaries to FBI as a recoverable item of 

damages. 
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CONCLUSION REGARDING MERITS 

 

153. Ruritania has failed to comply with the treatment standards towards the investors stated 

in BIT: first, it has not provided fair and equitable treatment, changing its legal and 

business framework and eroding specific commitments made towards the CG, therefore 

violating its legitimate expectations. Ruritania has adopted the Ordinance in violation of 

CAM‟s right to due process, being also a disproportionate measure. Secondly, Ruritania 

has not provided full protection and security to CAM since there are no positive actions to 

enforce the protection the investor of harms eventually caused by private actors, 

especially regulations on competition law. Besides, the Measures adopted by Ruritania 

have resulted in a less favorable, arbitrary and discriminatory treatment to CAM, that 

have deprived CAM from the enjoyment and disposal of its investment in FBI. In 

addition, Ruritania indirectly expropriated CAM‟s registered IP rights by the enactment of 

measures, whether each of them or all of them as a whole, lead to the deprivation of such 

rights in a way equivalent to expropriation and, therefore, Ruritania has breached to 

comply with the obligation acquired under Article 4 of BIT aggravated by the fact that 

Ruritania was not being pursuing the protection of public health. 

154. Moreover, Ruritania must make full reparation for the moral damages caused to CAM‟s 

executives. Not only international law recognizes the duty to fully repair for the injury 

caused by a wrongful act of a State, including moral damages as an injury, but also CAM 

as a legal entity is entitled to claim for such moral damages whenever a loss of its 

reputation has occurred as a consequence of Ruritania‟s actions. Finally, there is a unit of 

investment between FBI and CAM‟s subsidiaries, suppliers of the raw material for the 

production of FBI‟s products, given the close association existent among these enterprises 

as a consequence of Contifica Group and CAM‟s business model. Therefore, as an 

inextricable part of CAM‟s investment, the loss of sales of these subsidiaries to FBI shall 

be considered a recoverable item of damages. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

For the reasons mentioned above, CAM respectfully requests the Tribunal to find that: 

1. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Treaty Claims as the jurisdictional requirements set 

forth by the BIT are met;  

 

2. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over Contract Claims as the breach of the Contract 

constitutes a breach of the umbrella clause of Article 6(2) of the BIT;  

 

3. Under UNCITRAL (DIS)-RULES the Tribunal cannot declare whether a claim is 

admissible or not. 

In the alternative, that the claims are admissible as the CG restructuring is lawful and 

therefore does not constitute an abuse of process. 

 

4. Ruritania has breached Article 2(1)(b) of the BIT, by violating CAM‟s rights to Fair and 

Equitable Treatment and/or Full Protection and Security; 

 

Ruritania has breached Articles 3(1)(a) and 3(1)(b) of the BIT, by treating CAM‟s 

investment less favorably and in an arbitrary manner, compared to other investments; 

 

Ruritania has breached Article 6(2) of the BIT, by not fulfilling its guarantee set forth in 

Clause 9.2.1 of the Contract; 

  

Ruritania has breached Article 4(1) of the BIT, by illegally expropriating CAM‟s 

investments in Ruritania; 

 

Ruritania cannot justify such breaches under Article 3(2) of the BIT, as it does not 

contemplate justification for the protection of public health; 
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5. In accordance to international investment law, the Tribunal must award moral damages 

for intangible injury suffered by CAM and its executives, derived from their arbitrary 

detention;   

 

6. The loss of sales by CAM‟s subsidiaries located outside of Ruritania to FBI constitutes a 

recoverable item of damages as CAM‟s subsidiaries constitute a unit of investment with 

FBI. 
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